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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all including

Q. No. 1 which is compulsory. Select one

question from each Unit. All questions carry

equal marks.

(b) Discuss the various operations that can

be perform on a lath machine. 5

Unit IV

8. What are the qualities of flame used for Gas

Welding ? How can you distinguish three types

of welding flames and for what applications

these are used ? 15

9. (a) What is the difference between welding,

brazing and soldering process ? 8

(b) What do you mean by heat treatment

process ? Which mechanical properties

of material can be improved by heat

treatment process ? 7
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1. (a) What do you mean by first aid ?

(d) Give the composition of high speed steel.

(c) What is the function of riser and runner ?

(d) What is the principal of hot working ?

(e) What is the purpose of coolant in

machining ?

(f) What is function of flux in welding ?

2½×6=15

Unit I

2. (a) What is automation in manufacturing ?

Classify various types of manufacturing

processes. 5

(b) What are the common causes of

accidents ? 5

(c) Discuss the electric safety measures in

industry. 5

3. What is the principal of plant layout ? Explain

the layout used in automobile manufacturing

industry with its advantages and disadvantages.

15

Unit II

4. (a) Explain Cast iron, Mild steel and High

carbon steel in detail with their properties

and applications. 10

(b) What are the engineering applications of

Super alloy ? 5

5. (a) Discuss the basic steps in casting process.

5

(b) Write short notes on the following : 10

(i) Pattern allowances

(ii) Casting defects.

Unit III

6. (a) What is cold working ? Explain shearing,

punching and blanking. 8

(b) Write short note on Forging, rolling and

extrusion. 7

7. (a) With the help of neat sketch explain the

nomenclature of single point cutting tool.

10
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